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ABSTRACT

Our previous reported experiments revealed that the reflection of high-speed deflagrations in hydrogen-
air and hydrogen-oxygen mixtures produces higher mechanical loading and reflected pressures than
reflecting detonations. This surprising result was shown to correlate with the onset of detonation in the
gases behind the reflected shock. We revisit these experiments with the aim of developing a closed-form
model for the pressure evolution due to the shock-induced ignition and rapid transition to detonation.
We find that the reflection condition of fast deflagrations corresponds to the chain-branching cross-
over regime of hydrogen ignition, in which the reduced activation energy is very large and the reaction
characteristic time is very short compared to the induction time. We formulate a closed-form model in
the limit of fast reaction times as compared to the induction time, which is used to predict a square wave
pressure profile generated by self-similar propagation of internal Chapman-Jouguet detonation waves
followed by Taylor expansion waves. The model predictions are compared with Navier-Stokes numerical
simulations with full chemistry, as well as simple Euler calculations using calibrated one-step, or two-
step chain-branching models. Both simplified numerical models were found to be in good agreement
with the full chemistry model. We thus demonstrate that the end pressure evolution due to the reflection
of high-speed deflagrations can be well predicted analytically and numerically using relatively simple
models in this ignition regime of main interest for safety analysis and explosion mitigations. The slight
departures from the square wave model are investigated based on the physical wave processes occurring
in the shocked gases, controlling the shock-to-detonation transition. Using the two-step model, we study
how the variations of the rate of energy release control the pressure evolution in the end gas, extending
the analysis of Sharpe to very large rates of energy release.

1 INTRODUCTION

The reflected pressure and impulse generated by high-speed combustion waves reflecting normal to a
wall are of importance in explosion safety. Depending on the mixture sensitivity, there is a continuous
spectrum of wave speeds of high-speed deflagrations, quasi-detonations and detonations, ranging from
close to the sound speed of the combustion product all the way to the Chapman-Jouguet (CJ) detonation
speed. The over-pressures generated by these waves range from 10 up to 35 times the initial pressure.
Recently, we have observed that the highest over-pressures were achieved when the incident wave was
a high-speed deflagration lead by a shock [1, 2]. They were followed, in order of importance by the
reflected pressure generated by quasi-detonations, detonations, shock-flame complexes with mild ig-
nition, and shock-flame without re-ignition. Visualization of the reflection dynamics revealed that the
high mechanical loads generated by reflecting high speed deflagrations were due to rapid formation of
detonation waves immediately after reflection. In the present study, we wish to model these events and
establish the mechanisms controlling the level of mechanical loads.

The problem of shock induced ignition and transition to detonation has a long history, since Strehlow and
coworkers first showed experimentally the sequence of events leading to detonation formation [3]. The-
oretical effort in understanding these dynamics adopted mostly simplified chemical models. Extensive
numerical and theoretical efforts have been made to model the flow field caused by the shock-induced
ignition using simplified one-step irreversible Arrhenius kinetic - see for example [4] and references
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therein. A physically more realistic model for hydrogen ignition is a two-step combustion model mim-
icking the chain branching character of the ignition dynamics [5]. This model has individual control of
the induction and reaction zone. It has been found that a qualitatively different result may be obtained
using chain-branching chemistry models than found for one-step chemistry [5]. The two-step model,
when fitted to data from homogeneous explosion calculations, can give very good agreement with full
reaction kinetics of hydrogen mixtures [6].

In the present study, we wish to develop an analytical model for predicting the pressure evolution in the
end gas following the reflection of a high speed deflagration. We focus on the experimental conditions
reported previously [2] for reflected high speed deflagrations generated by passing a detonation across
a perforated plate. In the following, we will demonstrate that the reflected shocks due to high speed
deflagrations bring the gas to the most sensitive state, which is near the chain-branching cross-over
limit. The very large activation energies and ratios of induction to reaction times in this regime permits
us to formulate a very simple analytical model for the pressure evolution, extending the analysis of
Sharpe for a two step model to very large rates of energy addition. The model prediction is compared
with one-dimensional simulations using full chemistry, as well as simplified one step models.

2 EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

This section provides a brief review of the experimental setup and findings in [2]. The experiments
were conducted in a shock tube with dimensions of 3400 mm × 19 mm × 203 mm, as shown in [2, 7].
The mixture studied was the H2/O2 mixture with an equivalence ratio of 0.5 and an initial pressure of
9 to 10 kPa at 294 K. The pressures were chosen based on the pressure limitations of the low-pressure
shock tube. The cell size of the detonation at the current pressure is about 20 mm. The high-speed
deflagrations were formed by passing a detonation wave through a column of equally spaced obstacles
with a blockage ratio of 75%. The distance from the obstacles to the end wall is set to be 250 mm or 500
mm to have varying shock-flame complex speeds. The detonation wave thus decoupled to a shock-flame
complex with a propagation speed of 48% to 54% the CJ detonation speed. The experiments for all
combustion regimes discussed in the current paper were conducted at least 5 times each. The pressure
evolution during the reflection was monitored by a high-frequency piezoelectric PCB pressure sensor
mounted flush at the end wall of the shock tube. The pressure signals were sampled at a rate of 1.538
MHz, and low-pass filtered at 100 kHz. More details of the experiments can be found in [2].

Figure 1 compares the reflection details of the detonation and the high-speed deflagrations with detona-
tion re-initiation, flame auto-ignition and no ignition at the end wall. The local speed of the detonation
wave varies within 5% of DCJ , indicating the state of the detonation wave is close to the ideal state
and the loss to the channel wall is negligible. It is evident that the detonation burnt out all the reactive
mixture immediately after the reflection and formed an inert shock propagating backwards to the left.
The peak pressure at the end wall is about 23% larger than reflected CJ pressure (PrefCJ ) and it decayed
to PrefCJ in approximately 3µs, as shown in Fig. 2. For the high-speed deflagration with an incoming
shock speed of 54% CJ detonation speed, two auto-ignition hot spots were generated after the reflection
of the leading shock, as can be seen in the second frame in Fig. 1(b). The hot spots then transited to
detonation waves as shown in the third frame. From the pressure plot in Fig. 2, one can see that the
reflected pressure of the leading shock is about PrefCJ and the re-initiation of the detonation caused a
much larger pressure increase. This is almost twice the peak pressure of the reflected detonation. With
a slight decrease of the high-speed deflagration speed from 54% CJ detonation speed to 48 - 49%, the
distance between the leading shock and the flame becomes much larger when the shock-flame complex
reached the end wall, as illustrated in Fig. 1(c-d). In Fig. 1(c), an auto-ignition spot was formed at the
bottom corner near the end wall, following the reflection of the leading shock. However, the auto-ignited
flame does not seem to be strong enough to accelerate to a detonation. Moreover, no significant pressure
difference is noted when compared to the case with no ignition, see Fig. 2.
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Fig. 1: Schlieren image sequence of (a) detonation reflection, and high-speed deflagration reflection with
(b) detonation re-initiation, (c) flame auto-ignition and (d) no ignition at the end wall.

3 IGNITION REGIMES

Hydrogen ignition by reflected shock waves can yield different regimes of ignition e.g. the mild ignition
and strong ignition [8, 9], which depends on whether the reflected shock temperature falls above or
below the chain branching cross-over temperature. Near the transition, the activation energy is expected
to be very high [10]. In order to interpret the thermodynamic state of the substance behind the reflected
shock that caused the different ignition regimes, the activation energy Ea

RTrs
and the ratio of induction

to reaction time tig/tr was calculated using the San Diego thermodynamic database [11]. Here, Trs,
tig and tr are the temperature, ignition delay time and the reverse of the maximum thermicity for the
gas at the post-reflected state. As exhibited in Fig. 3, the experiments with detonation re-initiation are
at the chain branching cross-over regime, at which both the activation energy and the reaction intensity
are high. This means that the mixtures react fast and are sensitive to fluctuations. At the state where
tig/tr > 104, the reflection of the shock forms no detonation. Whereas for a detonation wave of the
current mixture, the activation energy and tig/tr are low.

4 MODELLING APPROACHES

To study the re-initiation of detonation at the aforementioned fast reaction regime, we formulated a one-
dimensional model assuming the states behind the shocks are uniform. It is addressed by the reactive
Euler equation using one step and two step combustion models, and verified by the full chemistry Navier-
Stokes fluid dynamics model.

The governing equations for the one step and two step combustion models are the one-dimensional
reactive Euler equations, i.e., the equations of the conservation of mass, momentum, and energy in
the reactive fluid, as shown in [5]. The equations were solved using a finite-volume in-house code
developed by Sam Falle at the University of Leeds [12] using a second-order accurate Godunov exact
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Fig. 2: Pressure profiles at the end wall recorded for the reflection of detonation and high-speed defla-
gration with detonation re-initiation, flame auto-ignition and no ignition.

Riemann solver [13] with adaptive mesh refinement. For the one step combustion model, the irreversible
Arrhenius equation was used to describe the reaction rate, which is written as

Dλ

Dt
= K(1− λ)exp(−Ea

RT
), (1)

where λ is the reaction progress variable, λ = 0 at the shock and λ = 1 at the end of reaction. K is the
pre-exponential factor evaluated so that at λ = 0.5 corresponds to one induction length (∆i).

In the two step chain-branching model, the ignition delay and energy deposition time can be indepen-
dently controlled. The transport equations of the induction and reaction variables can be written as

∂λi
∂t

+
∂uλi
∂x

= [1−H(λi)]kiexp(−
Ea

RT
), (2)

∂λr
∂t

+
∂uλr
∂x

= H(λi)kr(1− λr)0.5, (3)

with

H(λi) =

{
1 if λi >= 1

0 if λi < 1
(4)

where λi is the progress variable for the induction zone with a value of 0 in the reactants and 1 at the
end of the induction zone; λr the reaction progress variable with a value of 0 in the unburned zone and
1 in the burned products. H(λi) is the Heaviside function, which disables the progress of λi at the end
of the induction zone. ki and kr are rate constants.

The one-dimensional full chemistry Navier–Stokes fluid dynamics model was also adopted to verify
the simplified combustion model. The governing equations were solved by a 5th order shock-capturing
weighted essentially non-oscillatory (WENO) scheme [14] for the convective terms and an 8th order
central difference scheme for the diffusive terms. The Chemkin transport library was used to obtain
the transport properties. A 3rd order explicit Runge–Kutta scheme was used to advance the solution in
time. The reaction mechanism from Burke et al. [15] involving 9 reactive species and 23 elementary
reaction steps was employed. To deal with chemical stiffness, an operator splitting along with an implicit
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Fig. 3: The activation energy vs. the ratio of induction to reaction time for the state behind the reflected
shock illustrating the chain branching nature of hydrogen.

Table 1: Model parameters for the shock induced ignition calculation.

Zi Mrs tig
tr

γ Ea/RTrs Q/RTrs ki kr K

7.71 2.04 38.7 1.3645 19.5 4.333 2.93 ×108 32.73 1.12 ×107

Runge–Kutta method of 5th order, radau5 [16] was implemented.

The input parameters for the model are given in Table 1. They were chosen to study the pressure evolu-
tion at a relatively high activation energy and high tig/tr in the cross-over regime of the H2/O2 mixture.
In Table 1, Zi is the overpressure of the leading incoming shock, γ is the specific heat at the post-shock
state, Mrs is the reflected shock Mach number and Q is the heat release. The heat release in the one step
and two step combustion models were evaluated to fit the constant volume combustion pressure in the
full chemistry constant volume reactor. As shown in Fig. 4, by manipulating the rate constants, both the
simplified models retain the essential features of the constant volume pressure evolution obtained from
full chemistry.

For simplicity, we consider a piston-driven at constant speed into the initially uniform reactive material.
The piston motion will drive a shock wave into the fluid, which raises the temperature and initiates
the ignition. A base grid of 500 grid points per half reaction length or induction zone length with 6
grid refinement levels is used for the 1-step model or 2-step model. In the full chemistry calculation,
approximately 16 points were set in the reaction zone. The domain length was set to be long enough
to capture the flow evolution for the re-initiation. A symmetric boundary condition was imposed on the
left boundary, and a zero-gradient boundary condition was applied to the right side.

5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

5.1 Flow evolution

Here we take the result of the two step combustion model as an example to show the flow field evolution.
This can be best understood by referring to the space-time diagram in Fig. 5, together with the pressure
evolution in Fig. 6 and the pressure profile at the end wall in Fig. 7. The evolution of the particle paths,
C+ characteristics, the shock trajectory and the flame marked by the 90% of the consumption of reactant
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Fig. 4: Comparison of full chemistry, one step and two step combustion models by fitting constant
volume combustion pressure Pcv.

are shown in the space-time diagram in Fig. 5. Note that t/tig = 1.0 in Fig. 5 marks the end of the
induction and the beginning of the reaction. It seems that the pressure at the end wall went through five
distinct stages during the detonation re-initiation. The first stage marks the detonation wave formation
in the shocked state shortly after the onset of the reaction as the energy deposition time is much smaller
than the induction time. In this stage, the end wall witnesses a sharp increase of pressure as shown in
Figures 6 and 7. It lasted for about 0.1 tig. The detonation wave then becomes more steady, and the gap
between the red line and the first C+ characteristics at the top of the red line illustrates the formation
of the isentropic expansion from the detonation to the end wall. In this stage, the pressure at the end
wall gradually asymptotes to the peak value. The detonation wave reaches the leading shock at 1.94
tig and forms a forward-facing detonation and a series of backwards-facing waves. These waves, which
are similar to the waves formed during the longitudinal oscillation in a square-wave detonation [17], in
order of time sequence are an expansion wave caused by the two inert shock interaction, a compression
wave formed due to the shorter ignition time of the particles at the contact discontinuity formed during
the interaction of the two shocks, and lastly an expansion wave established when the old reaction front
reached the newly formed reaction zone. The expansion wave formed during the interaction of the two
shocks reached the end wall at 2.25 tig and the reflection of the expansion wave led to a sharp decrease
of the pressure at the end wall. The end wall pressure then went through a gradual increase as the
compression wave reflected back from the wall. In the last stage, the second formed detonation became
steady, and the pressure at the end wall remained constant. Note that, if the simulation last for a longer
time, the expansion wave will catch up with the detonation wave, and the interaction will lead to another
expansion wave to come to influence the end wall pressure. However, this will happen over a much
longer timescale.

Assuming a steady detonation wave at the post reflected and incoming shock, one can estimate the
pressure at the end wall by assuming a Taylor wave all the way to the wall by adopting the method of
characteristics. With all the C− characteristics originating from the rear of the detonation wave, where
the flow is at CJ condition, one can have the C− characteristics:

J− =
2c

γ − 1
− u =

2cCJ

γ − 1
− uCJ = constant. (5)
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Fig. 5: Characteristic space-time on top of the pressure profile to illustrate the initiation induced by the
shock reflection for one-dimensional two step simulation; the orange dotted lines represent the particle
path; the light blue lines are the C+ characteristics; the red line indicates the 90% of the consumption
of reactant; the blue line is the main shock front. xi = tig ×

√
Prs/ρrs

At the end wall u = 0, one can thus get the sound speed at the end wall to be

cw = cCJ −
γ − 1

2
uCJ . (6)

Since the flow is isentropic from the CJ state all the way to the wall, we have the isentropic relations
P ∝ c

2γ
γ−1 or in terms of the CJ state:

Pw

PCJ
= (

cw
cCJ

)
2γ
γ−1 . (7)

Assuming a first formed detonation to be strong and the reaction time is much smaller than the induction
time, we can estimate the total time span of the peak pressure, which is the time from the formation of
the detonation until the first formed expansion wave reached the end wall following Law [18]. The time
can thus be given by

tp =
2L

DCJ
(
γ + 1

2γ
)

γ+1
2(γ−1) , (8)

where L in the current study is the distance between the end wall and the leading shock, the DCJ is the
CJ detonation speed at the post shock state.

As the reflection of the series of waves formed when the detonation catch-up with the leading shock
poses a relatively small pressure difference, we can assume that the peak pressure drops to the CJ re-
flection pressure immediately after the first expansion reflects from the wall. We thus can formulate a
square wave model to predict the pressure evolution during the initiation process. Figure 7 shows the
proposed model from which pwref and pwps are calculated by assuming the steady detonation wave at
the post reflected and incoming shock state respectively. The end wall pressure remains constant in the
ignition regime before 1 tig, and the pressure increased to the peak pressure pwref until 1.78 tig when
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Fig. 6: Series of pressure profiles during the detonation initiation at times 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.55, 1.75,
1.94, 2.0, 2.1, 2.25, 2.45, 2.8 and 3.2 tig.

the expansion wave reaches the end wall. The pressure eventually asymptotes to the pwps. As shown in
Fig. 7, the simulation results seem to agree very well with the proposed model.

5.2 Comparison of the combustion models

Figure 7 compares the results of the end wall pressure in the 1D simulation using full chemistry, one
step and two step combustion model. Both the simplified models agree very well with the full chemistry
calculation. All three cases get the same overall evolution of the five distinct stages. The pressure
evolution for the full chemistry combustion model agrees the best with the prediction, followed by the
one step and two step model. This means that a simplified model can be adopted to study the problem
in the limit of high reaction rate.

5.3 Influence of kr

In the cross-over regime, the tig
tr

is relatively high, and the energy deposition time is small. The flow
disturbance can have a significant effect on tig

tr
. To study the effect of disturbances in tig

tr
, we performed

numerical simulations in which kr is varied. Figure 8 compares the pressure profile recorded at the
end wall by varying kr. For the two cases with kr larger than the calculated value, which is 32.73, the
pressure asymptotes to the maxima at an earlier time and becomes a square profile. While for the two
cases with smaller kr, the maximum pressures were much smaller than the rest cases. For the case with
a kr 10 times smaller, it seems that the first detonation was not steady before reaching the leading shock,
as evidenced by the disappearance of the pressure increase stage after the expansion wave reflection.

Figure 9 compares the influence kr = 3.273 and kr = 327.3 on the flow fields in the space-time diagram.
It is shown that the larger kr, i.e. smaller tr, provides a more rapid formation of steady detonation inside
the shocked region followed by the Taylor wave, which is marked by the blank region behind the reaction
zone. While in the low kr flow field, with a longer reaction zone, the Taylor wave formed behind the
first detonation was not able to reach the steady state when the detonation reaches the leading shock, the
expansion wave thus reached the end wall at much later time.
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Fig. 7: Comparison of the pressure at the end wall in the one-dimensional simulation using full chem-
istry, one step and two step chemistry.

6 Conclusion

In conclusion, the transition of hot spots formed by the shock reflection during the head-on reflection of
high-speed deflagration provides much larger pressure loadings compared to detonation reflections. By
quantifying the ignition regimes of the substance behind the reflected shock in the experiments, we found
that the detonation re-initiation occurred at the cross-over regime, which has a relatively large activation
energy and a very short reaction characteristic time compared to the induction time. The dynamics of
the pressure evolution of detonation initiation induced by shock reflection were modeled in the limit
of fast reaction times as compared to the induction time. The model was sloved by the reactive Euler
equation using a one step and two step combustion model, and verified by the full chemistry Navier-
Stokes fluid dynamics model. Both the simplified models were able to capture the five distinct stages of
the pressure evolution during the initiation and agree very well with the full chemistry simulation. The
proposed model on the prediction of the pressure evolution agrees very well with the simulations in the
limit of fast reaction regime. By independently control the induction and reaction time, the variation
of energy release on the pressure evolution was studied using the two step model. It was found that
with a large kr, the pressure can form a square profile in the first asymptotic stage. These findings
provide clarification and theoretical prediction for the dynamics of the end wall pressure caused by the
shock-induced ignition.
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